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The Best and Most Unique Rio de Janeiro Travel Guide.Rio de Janeiro is rightfully named by

the locals “Cidade Marvilhosa”, which translates to “The Marvelous City”. The staggering

numbers of tourists that visit it every year, making it into the most visited city in South America,

immediately get hooked on the breathtaking beauty and the contagious good humored and

energetic atmosphere. Rio is so much more than just beaches and it’s definitely not just a

resort. It’s a city harboring some of the most delightful gems and sights the planet has to offer

and its particular culture is something worth exploring. This guide is meant to introduce you to

its wonderful ways and provide you with the necessary knowledge and information to make the

most out of your trip. The postcard perfect beaches of Ipanema and Copacabana have long

inspired our artists, which is what you’ll discover in the first chapter “Greetings from the Girl of

Ipanema”. You most definitely heard this suave Bossa Nova song, as it is the most covered

song of all times. What you probably didn’t know is that the Girl of Ipanema is a full-fleshed

woman, who mesmerized our most prominent Bossa Nova musicians, Tom Jobim and Vinicius

de Moraes. The city’s many wonders and characteristics are described in the following chapter,

“The Wonders of Cidade Maravilhosa”!You probably heard of the city of Rio de Janeiro

hundreds of times already, maybe from that aunt who wanted to go on a fancy trip, or maybe

from your cousin who saved up until last summer to be able to visit the city at least once. We

guarantee that your Rio de Janeiro experience will be unique and unforgettable.Let this book

guide you to the many places that you must see in Rio de Janeiro to make this trip a life

changing event. This book is filled with suggested places to stay, from budget to luxurious,

places to visit, local cuisines to try, and places to shop. All these suggested itineraries have

been experienced first-hand and are all highly recommended to tourists.Experience a whole

new world when you come and visit Rio de Janeiro. In this total guide you will find: - Areas

covered: History lessons/Best museums/Surfing/Adventure land off road trips/Wildlife spotting/

Rio de Janeiro neighborhood/Medical Tourism/Learn Portuguese in Rio de Janeiro /Cooking

and drinking/ Accommodation/Staying safe/Music/Festivities- General Information of each

area- Area Transportation (how to get around i.e. car, bus, taxi, train, bicycle, etc. and how

much it would cost)- Sightseeing (Best Sights to See, Off the Beaten Path)- Best shopping

(where are the major shopping districts and what they are known for)- Bargain Alternatives

(where the locals shop to avoid the high tourist crowds)- Things to do (recreation outdoor,

indoor, events and festivals)- Local Food Specialties- Farmer's and Fish (Meat) Markets

(Locations, dates and times of various markets)- Language, Political and Etiquette

Considerations (What the average tourist should know and how to get along with the locals.

Type of currency used and types of places that exchange currency)- Seasonal Considerations

(Typical high and low temperatures, if there is a rainy season, if it snows, floods or is known for

"heavy weather)- Comfort Services (Massage, hair and nail salons, spas, etc.)- Essential

Services (Embassy locations, medical facilities, law enforcement, etc.)- Area specific discounts

and couponsSo, download now this total guide and start traveling as you read!TAGSRio de

Janeiro travel, Rio de Janeiro vacations, Rio de Janeiro all inclusive, Rio de Janeiro tours, Rio

de Janeiro tourism, Rio de Janeiro vacation packages, visit Rio de Janeiro, trips to Rio de

Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro all inclusive resorts, Rio de Janeiro resorts, Rio de Janeiro travel guide,

Rio de Janeiro packages, tours Rio de Janeiro,
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guide is one of its kind, comprehensive, fun and interesting. We prefer not to add too many
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enjoy the difference,Our production team is very proud of our guides. We hope you will enjoy

the reading and take full advantage of your traveling. !Chapter 1: Preface - Rio De Janeiro By A

Local Rio de Janeiro is rightfully named by the locals “Cidade Marvilhosa”, which translates to

“The Marvelous City”. The staggering numbers of tourists that visit it every year, making it into

the most visited city in South America, immediately get hooked on the breathtaking beauty and

the contagious good humored and energetic atmosphere. Rio is so much more than just

beaches and it’s definitely not just a resort. It’s a city harboring some of the most delightful

gems and sights the planet has to offer and its particular culture is something worth exploring.

This guide is meant to introduce you to its wonderful ways and provide you with the necessary

knowledge and information to make the most out of your trip.The postcard perfect beaches of

Ipanema and Copacabana have long inspired our artists, which is what you’ll discover in the

first chapter “Greetings from the Girl of Ipanema”. You most definitely heard this suave Bossa



Nova song, as it is the most covered song of all times. What you probably didn’t know is that

the Girl of Ipanema is a full-fleshed woman, who mesmerized our most prominent Bossa Nova

musicians, Tom Jobim and Vinicius de Moraes. The city’s many wonders and characteristics

are described in the following chapter, “The Wonders of Cidade Maravilhosa”.In Chapter 3,

you’ll learn the local ways and find out all about “How to spend a day in Rio like a carioca”. You

haven’t been to Rio unless you’ve experienced the local beach culture, so read about the many

beaches and pick your favorite in “A local’s guide to the best beaches in town”. If you get tired

of the beach (highly unlikely!), browse the “Not-to-miss sights and hidden gems”. To complete a

perfect day in Rio, see it from above and admire the breathtaking views. The options are

unlimited and each sight will spoil you with its panoramas. Discover the best viewing platforms

in chapter 6,  “The Views”.
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Local Rio de Janeiro is rightfully named by the locals “Cidade Marvilhosa”, which translates to

“The Marvelous City”. The staggering numbers of tourists that visit it every year, making it into

the most visited city in South America, immediately get hooked on the breathtaking beauty and

the contagious good humored and energetic atmosphere. Rio is so much more than just

beaches and it’s definitely not just a resort. It’s a city harboring some of the most delightful

gems and sights the planet has to offer and its particular culture is something worth exploring.

This guide is meant to introduce you to its wonderful ways and provide you with the necessary

knowledge and information to make the most out of your trip.The postcard perfect beaches of

Ipanema and Copacabana have long inspired our artists, which is what you’ll discover in the

first chapter “Greetings from the Girl of Ipanema”. You most definitely heard this suave Bossa

Nova song, as it is the most covered song of all times. What you probably didn’t know is that

the Girl of Ipanema is a full-fleshed woman, who mesmerized our most prominent Bossa Nova

musicians, Tom Jobim and Vinicius de Moraes. The city’s many wonders and characteristics

are described in the following chapter, “The Wonders of Cidade Maravilhosa”.In Chapter 3,

you’ll learn the local ways and find out all about “How to spend a day in Rio like a carioca”. You

haven’t been to Rio unless you’ve experienced the local beach culture, so read about the many

beaches and pick your favorite in “A local’s guide to the best beaches in town”. If you get tired

of the beach (highly unlikely!), browse the “Not-to-miss sights and hidden gems”. To complete a

perfect day in Rio, see it from above and admire the breathtaking views. The options are

unlimited and each sight will spoil you with its panoramas. Discover the best viewing platforms

in chapter 6, “The Views”.Rio is also known for its grittier side, the favelas. If you’re planning to

experience the favela life, read about it and know what to expect from the tours in “Visiting the

Favelas”.Rio de Janeiro is a city that breathes and moves to the rhythms of our local music.

Learn about the original carioca music genres like the samba, bossa nova and funk and where

to catch a live show. Rio also has one of the most bustling and vibrant nightlives with bars,

clubs and plenty of street parties, including the renowned Carnival- for a list of hotspots read

the chapter “Party like a carioca”. The local food and drinks also deserve their own homage in

the guide and the chapter “On the search for the best Feijoada and Caipirinha” will give you my

top choices to taste the delicious dishes and drinks.Check out the chapter “Getting around the

city and keeping it safe” for safety tips from a local and learn how to choose the perfect place to

stay during your visit in the following “Sleeping- hotels, hostels or staying with locals”.If you

didn’t notice, we like to speak about our city in the superlative. So much, we even say “Deus E

Brasileiro” (God is Brazilian).Chapter 2: Greetings From The Girls of IpanemaImagine going

back in time to 1962 to the fashionable neighborhood of Ipanema, resting against the golden

sand beach with a dramatic backdrop of the Rio Mountains. Take a seat at the bar-café Veloso

a mere block away from the enchanting waves, where music composer Tom Jobim and lyricist

Venicius de Moraes would sitfor hours on end, enjoying the easy living, discussing and penning

their music and watching the world go by on a sunny afternoon. It’s hot and the frosty Brahma

beers are downed by the cariocas, as Rio de Janeiro locals call themselves, who congregate at

the neighborhood bar. Then suddenly, a tall, majestic brunette comes in, wearing a flowery

summer dress. She’s young and comes in daily to buy cigarettes for her mother.All the patrons

of the bar await religiously the moment of the day when she struts in with her swaying walk.

The girl spins around graciously and her musical steps that take her to the beach on her daily

routine are accompanied by the wolf whistling of the bar crowd. Tom Jobim, like many others,

becomes so infatuated with the beauty that resided at the nearby Rua Montenegro, that turns

to his buddy, Venicius, and says: “Olha que coisa mais linda, mais cheio de graca” or “look,

isn’t she the most beautiful thing, most full of grace”. This spawned one of the most covered,



most played, most romantic jazz standards of all time. Right then and there, on the napkins of

the Veloso Bar Café, came to life “The Girl of Ipanema”. This song captures the essence of

Rio, a romantic time capsule about “her, this girl who comes and who passes/With a sweet

swing, on her way to the sea”.But it is much more than that, it’s about the mythical creature of

Rio, a mix between a flower and a mermaid, like the composers themselves liked to describe it.

It captures the feeling and ambiance of Rio, it lures you and enchants you and makes you

never want to leave the “Cidade Maravilhoso”. It gives you “saudade”, a feeling so familiar to

the Brazilians that cannot even be translated. Makes you long for the passing of life and its

beauty. It gives you the blues…This story like many others talks about Rio de Janeiro as a

captivating city, filled with music, love, lust and good spirit, with an urge to live life to the fullest,

punctuated by a sadness for what it will be when it won’t be anymore. Rio de Janeiro will hook

you, and tempt you just as the Girl of Ipanema once mesmerized the musicians who hung out

at Veloso Bar café.Chapter 3: The Wonders of Cidade Maravilhosa My marvelous hometown is

justly nicknamed “Cidade Maravilhosa” (Marvelous City). Rio is one of the few cities in the

world that combines breath-taking views of the natural landscape of the city with a pulsating

vibe given by its people and culture. Rio is a heaven for the beach lovers as it is or should be

your main occupation if you live around these parts. Rio’s beach culture, quite exuberant in the

Zona Sul (Copacabana, Ipanema and Leblon), is contrasted by the spectacular geographical

background, made of the hills surrounding the beaches.There is the Sugar Loaf at 395 meters;

Corcovado at 700 meters altitude where the Cristo Redentor (Christ the Redeemer) statue

looming over the city is located; and the hills of the Tijuca Forrest, at 1000 meters altitude.

Needless to say, these tops offer jaw-dropping views of the city, which is why I will dedicate an

entire chapter to this important matter. Check out Chapter 6 “The Views” to find out what are

the best spots to catch the best panoramas of Rio de Janeiro and turn them into amazing

photo-ops.Rio has had an interesting history in developing into the majestic city that it is today.

It is said that in January 1500 Gaspar de Lemos sailed from Portugal to Brazil and as he

entered the area, occupied by Tamoio people, he mistook it for a river and that’s why named it

“Rio de Janeiro” (January River). The French were the first settlers to occupy the area and had

a more peaceful relationship with the Tamoio Indians, in contrast to the bloody battles of the

Portuguese. Eventually, the Portuguese took over the fertile land and planted sugar canes and

shipped in slaves to work the plantations. The land thrived until diamonds and gold were

discovered in the nearby Minas Gerais, which boosted up the fortification’s economy. Rio

became a much more practical port to use to transport the wealth discovered in the mines.
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